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Abstract

• The observation of gravitational waves(GW) from compact binary 
coalescences(CBC) enabled some experimental studies to probe into the 
nature of gravity.

• the separability of the polarization modes for the inspiral GW from the 
CBC systematically.
• The three polarization modes of the GW would be separable even with 

the global network of three detectors to some extent
• With four detectors, even the four polarization modes would be 

separable.



1. Polarization of Gravitational Wave



Polarization mode of GW Generic metric theory allows 6 polarizations.
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A. Nishizawa et al., Physical Review D 79, 082002 (2009).

𝐴 = +,×, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑏, 𝑙



Test of Gravity Theory with GW polarization
modes allowed in a theoretical model

Test of Polarization modes of GW is a powerful tool for pursuing the nature of space-time.
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Separate and Reconstruct polarization modes of GW model independently from detector signal



GW Interferometric Signal
Detector Signal

Antenna pattern functions GW amplitude for polarization mode “A”
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Reconstruction of GW Polarization

ℎ/ = 𝐹/1ℎ1 + 𝐹/×ℎ× + 𝐹/2ℎ2
ℎ3 = 𝐹31ℎ1 + 𝐹3×ℎ× + 𝐹32ℎ2
ℎ4 = 𝐹41ℎ1 + 𝐹4×ℎ× + 𝐹42ℎ2

e.g. The number of detector =3, and modes = (+,×, 𝑏)
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Polarization test with GW from CBC

More polarization modes can be probed with the larger number of detectors

Few studies have focused on the reconstruction of the polarization of GW from CBC

In principle, (The number of polarization modes) = (The number of detectors)

Because…

However

Waveforms of GW from CBC have the source model parameters, 
which determine the frequency evolution in time and are correlated each other.

It is necessary to gain a better understanding of the correlations and degeneracies
among the parameters in a realistic waveform of CBC including nontensorial modes



2. Parameter Estimation



Polarization Model

Model TVyS1:  Tensor (+,×), Scalar(dipole), Vector-y 

Model T: GR model

Model TS1:  Tensor(+,×) 
Scalar(dipole) 

Model TS2:  Tensor (+,×)
Scalar(quadrupole)

Model TVxS2:  Tensor (+,×), Scalar(quadrupole), Vector-x 

Model TV:  Tensor (+,×)
Vector-x, Vector-y

Parameter estimation by Fisher Information matrix



Geometrical factor for nontensorial modes
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Parameter estimation including nontensorial GW polarizations
Setup

・ the inspiral waveform up to 3.0 PN in amplitude & 3.5 PN in phase 

・11 model parameters in GR +
additional polarization parameters, (𝐴7/,𝐴89 …) fiducial value unity

・Source (500)
binary black holes (BBH) with equal mass 10M⊙ at z = 0.05 
binary neutron stars (BNS) with equal mass 1.4M⊙ at z = 0.01 

・Detector Network
Two aLIGO detectors at Hanford- Livingston-AdV(HLV)
Two aLIGO detectors at Hanford-Livingston-AdV-KAGRA(HLVK)
all design sensitivity 

uniformly random

・Parameter estimation by Fisher Information matrix 



Results
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Model TS1

can break a degeneracy among 
amplitude parameters.



ModelTS1, TS2
・improved by factor 4 in Δ𝐴B(BBH), about 3 in Δ𝐴B(BNS)
・𝐴B is correlated with ln𝑑? and cos𝜄 (for all models)

BBH estimation is worse than BNS with HLV due to the short signal of BBH.

Tensor-Scalar Models (3 modes)



Model TV
Model TV(4 modes) more improved than in Model TS1,TS2(3 modes).
the error is more than 5 times improved for both BBH and BNS

even the four polarization modes would be separable with four detectors.

Tensor-Vector Model (4 modes)



Change the fiducial value 𝐴7/ from 1 to 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000.
The error of 𝐴7/ approaches 1/SNR

Detection Limit



Conclusion

・Even if the number of detectors is equal to the number of the polarization modes,
it is difficult to separate the modes depending on the correlation among the amplitude parameters. 

・The three polarization modes would be more separable 
by breaking a degeneracy of the polarization modes and 
even the four polarization modes would be separable with the global four detectors network. 

・ The participation of KAGRA in the network of the GW detectors will make it possible 
to extract the polarization information.



Thank you for listening!!


